A theory for the diffusion-controlled growth of pearlite in steels containing manganese is presented and assessed in the light of experimental data. Given the overwhelmingly rapid diffusivity that a substitutional solute has within the transformation front, the growth rate is found to be dominated by diffusion parallel to the interface with austenite as the rate controlling step. The relevant interfacial diffusion parameters have been derived by fitting experimental data to kinetic theory. All reported measurements of pearlite growth where the full set of necessary parameters have been listed, are shown to be inconsistent with mechanisms that do not involve the partitioning of substitutional solutes. The method adopted here, which is based on the local equilibrium at the transformation interface with the long-range partitioning of substitutional solutes by migration within the interface, has been shown to reasonably explain experimental data over a range of temperatures and chemical compositions.
Introduction
In recent work (Pandit & Bhadeshia 2011) , we established a method for calculating the growth rate of pearlite in a binary Fe-C system, without making a priori assumptions about whether the process should be controlled by the diffusion of carbon in the bulk of the parent phase, or short-circuited by diffusion in the transformation front, or whether diffusion through the ferrite behind the transformation front plays a role. The method permits all processes to occur simultaneously within an analytical framework, with the extent of contribution from particular mechanisms depending naturally on circumstances such as supercooling below the equilibrium temperature and pertinent diffusion coefficients. Unlike conventional treatments, no intervention is required in the calculation to see whether the growth rate is, for example, volume or interface diffusion controlled. This is necessary before the algorithms for pearlite kinetics can be incorporated robustly into schemes for complete calculation of the major microstructural constituents in steels Umemoto et al. 1987; Babu et al. 1995; Jones & Bhadeshia 1997; Chen et al. 2008 ).
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The purpose of this paper is to extend this treatment to ternary steels designated Fe-C-X, where 'X' stands for a substitutional solute such as manganese. The complication here is that the diffusivity of a substitutional solute is far smaller than that of interstitial carbon. It then becomes difficult to discover conditions in which all solutes can maintain a local equilibrium at the transformation front. The problem was elegantly solved some time ago in the case of the growth of allotriomorphic ferrite from austenite (Hillert 1953; Purdy et al. 1964; Coates 1973; Kirkaldy & Sharma 1980) . In essence, there is an additional degree of freedom afforded by the presence of the second solute that permits equilibrium between two phases to exist for a range of compositions, rather than being defined uniquely for a binary alloy. This means that it is possible to pick interface compositions that maintain the local equilibrium and yet allow the fluxes of the fast and slow diffusing species to keep pace.
The situation for pearlite is further complicated by the fact that two phases, ferrite and cementite, grow in a coupled manner at a common front with the austenite. It is even possible that the local equilibrium, although a well-defined concept, is not in fact maintained during growth. It is relevant therefore to begin with a short assessment of the experimental data that exist on the partitioning of solutes as growth occurs.
(a) Data on partitioning of substitutional solutes
Partitioning describes the redistribution of a solute between the phases participating in the transformation process. Early studies in the context of pearlite in Fe-C-Mn and Fe-C-Cr indicated a so-called no-partition temperature below which the substitutional solute does not redistribute and pearlite growth is limited by the diffusion of carbon (Razik et al. 1974 (Razik et al. , 1976 . It was argued that above this temperature, it is the diffusion of X through the transformation interface that determined the growth rate. However, neither of these scenarios was able to correctly estimate the growth rate at low temperatures. Al-Salman et al. (1979) found that both chromium and manganese partitioned into cementite at the growth front in a Fe-Cr-Mn-C alloy down to a transformation temperature of 600
• C, but were unable to identify a nopartition temperature. Experiments conducted with a better resolution on Fe-Cr-C revealed that chromium in fact continues to partition in this manner to temperatures as low as 550
• C (Chance & Ridley 1981) , with the extent of partitioning increasing with temperature; once again, a no-partitioning temperature could not be identified. It was demonstrated that the rate of growth at low temperatures could be explained equally well by carbon volume diffusion or interfacial diffusion of chromium; there is of course, no logical reason to assume that the flux of carbon should be confined to the volume without a contribution through the interface. Hutchinson et al. (2004) studied the partitioning behaviour of steels containing 3.5 wt% Mn and observed that it partitioned significantly during transformation at 625
• C, but the measurements were on samples heat treated for 2.5 h, in which case it was not established whether the redistribution of the solute occurred during growth or as a consequence of the extended heat treatment following the cessation of growth.
The experimental observations to date can lead to one firm conclusion, that substitutional solutes do partition at all temperatures where pearlite is known to grow; this might be expected since the transformation is reconstructive. It may reasonably be assumed that when a temperature is reached where the mobilities of the substitutional atoms are sufficiently small, pearlite simply ceases to form and austenite transforms instead by a displacive mechanism. We now proceed to develop and assess the growth process for pearlite in ternary steels.
Local equilibrium in ternary systems
One well-known difficulty in dealing with ternary steels is that the interstitial carbon typically diffuses many orders of magnitude faster than substitutional solutes. To maintain the local equilibrium at the interface, the rate at which the solute is absorbed (or rejected) by the growing phase must equal the rate at which it arrives by diffusion (or diffuses away) from the interface. This requires the following two equations, one for each solute, to be satisfied simultaneously,
where the symbols a, g and q stand for ferrite, austenite and cementite, respectively, v is the velocity of the transformation front and c ga C is the concentration of carbon in the austenite that is in equilibrium with ferrite; the other concentration terms are similarly interpreted and D represents the diffusivity of the solute identified by the subscript. Given that D C D Mn , there are two ways of choosing a tie-line that can satisfy these equations (Coates 1972 (Coates , 1973 , involving either the maximization of Vc Mn or the minimization of Vc C ; in the former case, the sluggish diffusion of Mn is compensated for by selecting a tie-line that maximizes its gradient, and in the latter case, the tie-line is such that the gradient of carbon is minimized, thus allowing the two solutes to keep pace with the single moving interface.
For simplicity, we first illustrate these scenarios for the growth of a single phase, ferrite, from austenite; as will be seen later, even this simple presentation can clarify the mechanism of pearlite growth. The case where the gradient of carbon is diminished is illustrated in figure 1a , where the austenite is supercooled into the two-phase field near the a + g/g boundary. This necessitates the partitioning and hence long-range diffusion of manganese, so the mode is designated 'partitioning local equilibrium' (PLE). In contrast, a large supersaturation, whence the austenite is supercooled to a location in the two-phase field close to the a + g/a boundary leads to the case where the Mn concentration in a is similar to that in the alloy, or the 'negligible partitioning local equilibrium' (NPLE) mode (figure 1b). Note that both cases involve local equilibrium at the interface and are exclusive; figure 1c shows the domains of the two-phase field within which each of the modes operates. A simple examination of the location of the alloy within the a + g phase field therefore can establish whether or not Mn will partition during ferrite growth or whether growth will occur with negligible partitioning of the substitutional solute. The important point to recognize is that if partitioning must occur during ferrite growth, then it necessarily means that pearlite growth must also involve partitioning since the ferrite is one component of pearlite. This discussion of the growth of ferrite is well established (Coates 1972 (Coates , 1973 ) but it can be applied immediately to reach conclusions about pearlite, where two phases grow from austenite. It is necessary then to consider both the a + g and q + g phase fields, and two separate tie-lines must be chosen to fix the compositions at the a/g and q/g interfaces, as illustrated in figure 1d. The case illustrated is for NPLE and it is only possible for the alloy marked 'A' to transform in this manner because the situation illustrated corresponds to a high-supersaturation, meaning thereby that the alloy is far from the g/g + a boundary. We find that growth with NPLE is thermodynamically not possible for any of the experimental data that Razik et al. (1974 Razik et al. ( , 1976 reported for the growth of pearlite.
The PLE case corresponds to the one in which the activity of carbon in the austenite ahead of the interface is almost uniform, thus allowing the flux of the slow diffusing manganese to keep pace. The activity of carbon in austenite for Figure 2 . The case for the PLE transformation of Fe-0.8C-1Mn wt%, noting that strict PLE is not possible since the carbon iso-activity line does not intersect the g + q/g phase boundary. The alloy is indicated by the filled circle and the solid line divides the a + g phase fields into the PLE and NPLE domains. (Online version in colour.) the alloy composition was calculated using MTDATA. The point of intersection of the carbon iso-activity line with the phase boundaries of g/g + q and g/g + a gives the interfacial compositions of Mn in austenite in equilibrium with ferrite and cementite. The tie-line corresponding to these points should then give the quantities c It is found that the iso-activity line passing through the point Fe-0.8C-1.0Mn wt% never intersects the g/g + q phase boundary, as has been observed in previous work for a series of Fe-Mn-C hypo-eutectoid steels (Hutchinson et al. 2004) . The strict PLE condition is therefore impossible to achieve. The best that can be done in order to set c gq Mn , whilst at the same time ensuring that c gq Mn <c Mn < c qg Mn , wherec is the average composition of the alloy, is to assume that the tie-line connecting cementite and austenite passes through the alloy composition, as illustrated for 945 K in figure 2.
Pearlite growth rate in Fe-Mn-C steels (a) Assumptions
It is assumed that the transfer of atoms across the growth front is not rate limiting; for a diffusion-controlled reaction, the compositions at the interfaces can be estimated from the existence of the local equilibrium. In such a case, the compositions are given by tie-lines of the equilibrium ternary phase diagram so that the chemical potentials (m) of the species are locally uniform, Since the kinetic theory for pearlite gives the growth rate as a function of interlamellar spacing rather than a unique velocity, it is assumed that the actual spacing adopted is the one that leads to maximization of the entropy production rate (Kirkaldy & Sharma 1980) . The preceding discussion based on experimental observations indicates that substitutional solutes partition during the growth of pearlite, even at the lowest of temperatures studied. Furthermore, none of the data are consistent with growth involving the local equilibrium with negligible partitioning. In addition, only an approximation to the PLE mode can apply if the local equilibrium is to be maintained, since the iso-activity line for carbon does not in general intersect the g/g + q phase boundary; it is necessary, therefore, to assume that the tie-line connecting cementite and austenite passes through the alloy composition.
We now proceed to calculate the growth rates based on this set of assumptions, bearing in mind that substitutional solutes must diffuse, and that the easiest diffusion path for such solutes is through the interface. We have verified by calculation that the substitutional solute flux through the volume of the austenite is negligibly small by comparison.
(b) Activation energy for boundary diffusion
While data for volume diffusion are readily available, those for boundary diffusion are not. Use was therefore made of experimental data on pearlite growth where interlamellar spacings have also been measured and reported. Such data are available for 1.0 wt% (Ridley 1984 ) and 1.08-1.8 wt% Mn eutectoid steels (Razik et al. 1974) . The data from Ridley (1984) were used to derive interfacial diffusion coefficients by fitting to the theory for boundary diffusion-controlled growth of pearlite (Hillert 1957) ,
where v is the growth rate of pearlite and k is the boundary segregation coefficient for the g/a and g/q interfaces, the values of which are difficult to determine experimentally and hence are not available. The thickness of the transformation interface, d, is assumed to be of the order of 2.5 Å. S a and S q are the thicknesses of the ferrite and cementite platelets, respectively. In order to avoid any assumptions regarding the segregation coefficient, a lumped value of kD B is evaluated from the experimental data of Ridley (1984) . The critical interlamellar spacing S c at which v = 0 was calculated from S /S c = 2 based on the growth rate that leads to the maximum rate of entropy production (Kirkaldy & Sharma 1980; Pandit & Bhadeshia 2011) . Phase equilibria were, throughout this work, calculated using MTDATA and the TCFE database (NPL 2006) . Figure 3 shows a plot of ln kD B versus 1000/T , the slope and intercept of which yields the boundary diffusion coefficient for manganese, 
(c) Interfacial energy
The interfacial energy per unit area s for the ferrite-cementite interface can also be derived from the kinetic data available for pearlite growth. The critical spacing at which growth ceases because all of the driving force is used up in creating the interfaces is given by
The approximation on the extreme right-hand side is based on the assumption that the entropy of transformation is independent of temperature (Ridley 1984; Capdevila et al. 2002; Offerman et al. 2003) . This can be overcome by calculating the enthalpy and entropy changes using MTDATA (NPL 2006 ) and the same has been shown in figure 4 . The critical spacing S c is calculated from the experimentally measured interlamellar spacings S (Ridley 1984) and the graphical relation of S /S c shown in figure 5 . The ratio S /S c is calculated assuming the maximum entropy production rate and is equal to 2 for the range of temperatures studied; this is unlike the previous study on Fe-C alloy (Pandit & Bhadeshia 2011) , simply because, with the substitutional solute, it is only the flux through the interface that is relevant, whereas in the case of carbon, the proportions contributed by volume and interface diffusion vary significantly with temperature. The interfacial energy estimated in this way is shown in figure 6 . For reasons that are not clear, the values thus calculated are somewhat higher than those reported for Fe-C but not dramatically different.
It is important to note that in all of the analysis of experimental data (v, S ) that follows, the interfacial energy does not appear explicitly since equation (3.1) requires only the ratio S c /S . Given measured values of S and the fact that S /S c = 2 means that S c is defined. However, in order to make predictions of the growth rate in the absence of experimental data, it clearly is necessary to know the interfacial energy. 
(d) Calculation of growth rate
The pearlite growth rate calculated assuming PLE is shown in figure 7 . There is a reasonably good match with the measured growth rate for 1.0 wt% Mn steel (Ridley 1984) ; that in itself is not surprising since the boundary diffusion coefficients and interfacial energies were derived using those data. The pearlite growth rate was also calculated for a steel containing 1.8 wt% Mn and there seems to be a good fit with the experimental growth rate determined by Razik et al. (1974) at low temperatures, although at higher temperatures the difference increases.
In order to extend the applicability of the theory discussed in this paper for steels containing Mn, the pearlite growth rate was calculated for Fe-1.29Cr-0.82C wt% based on the work of Razik et al. (1976) . There is one complication when the data corresponding to 993 and 1003 K are considered. Because the alloy has a carbon concentration that is hypereutectoid, the supercoolings at these particular transformation temperatures are not sufficient to permit ferrite to form until the carbon concentration of the austenite is reduced by the precipitation of cementite. Since both ferrite and cementite must be able to grow from austenite in order to form pearlite, it is assumed that this condition is satisfied when the austenite composition is reduced by the precipitation of cementite to the point where the a + g/g and q + g/g phase boundaries intersect, as illustrated by the point 'A' in figure 8.
The interfacial energy has been determined for the steel containing Cr using the experimental spacings due to Razik et al. (1976) and it lies in the range of 0.52-0.89 J m −2 for the temperature range of 1003-933 K (figure 9). The lower values of s aq obtained can be explained by the greater tendency of Cr to segregate. We have verified that none of the reported data are consistent with the NPLE mode; all of the experiments involve transformation at low supersaturations so that the analysis again is based on PLE. The boundary diffusivity of chromium, is, in the absence of data, assumed to be identical to that of manganese; this is considered to be a good approximation (Fridberg et al. 1969) . It is observed that the growth rate estimated assuming the PLE theory match measured values rather well, as shown in figure 10 . Razik et al. (1976) , in assessing their experimental data, also calculated growth rates but not for the exact composition of the material studied, rather for an Fe-0.7C-1Cr wt% steel. Their calculations assume that chromium does not partition at all below the dashed horizontal line, so that pearlite growth is controlled by carbon diffusion alone. It is evident that such an analysis either greatly overestimates the growth rate when carbon is taken to diffuse through the interface, and underpredicts when carbon is taken to diffuse through the volume of the austenite ahead of the transformation front. For both the 1.8 Mn (figure 7) and 1.29 Cr (figure 10) alloys, the calculated growth rates at the highest of transformation temperatures are greater than those measured. It is possible in ternary steels for the transformation at high temperatures to occur where the three phases g + a + q exist in equilibrium, which would require the volume diffusion of substitutional solutes as the composition of the austenite changes during the course of transformation. This would result in a reduction in growth rate and an increase in interlamellar spacing (Cahn & Hagel 1963; Fridberg & Hillert 1970) . However, this is not the explanation for the observed discrepancy since, in all cases, the reported transformations occur in a phase field where only a + q are ultimately in equilibrium. The reasons for the discrepancy are therefore not clear.
Predictions
Assuming that PLE governs the conditions at the transformation front, that the interfacial diffusivity derived here is generally applicable, and that the maximum entropy production principle applies, the significant uncertainty in making predictions of the growth rate lies in the value of interfacial energy that must be used to determine interlamellar spacings. The extent of uncertainty may be assessed by using the maximum and minimum values determined from the Fe-1Mn-0.8C wt% system where the range is 1.28-1.39 J m −2 with a mean value of 1.32 J m −2 . Figure 11 illustrates the difference these limits make to the growth rate of pearlite. It is suggested that in the absence of reliable data, it may be appropriate to use the mean value reported here accompanied by an error bar that is based on the range of s aq . Figure 11 . Sensitivity of the growth rate calculations to the a/q interfacial energy.
Conclusions
It has been demonstrated that in circumstances where an analytical calculation of the growth rate of pearlite in ternary steels is useful, all of the published data are inconsistent with transformation in which the solute does not partition between the phases during transformation. Furthermore, even when partitioning is considered, none of the experimental data fall into the category of 'NPLE'. If the local equilibrium is to be maintained, then there is only one option possible, that in which the substitutional solute must diffuse over distances comparable with the interlamellar scale of the pearlite structure. Since the diffusivity of substitutional solutes is much lower than that of carbon, the flux along the interface is by far the dominant mechanism for redistribution of atoms such as manganese or chromium. The experimental data can reasonably be calculated on this basis for steels containing manganese or chromium as ternary additions, and it is possible that the results can be extrapolated to other such substitutional solutes if pragmatic assumptions regarding interfacial energy and diffusivity are justified.
The method adopted here is capable of providing reasonable estimates of pearlite growth using an analytical equation due to Hillert, in combination with thermodynamic data and the assumption that the interlamellar spacing adopted is consistent with the maximum entropy production rate.
A number of difficulties have also been identified, for example, the fact that with hypereutectoid alloys, there are circumstances when the simultaneous precipitation of ferrite and cementite is not possible when transforming at low supersaturations, so that it becomes necessary to allow the precipitation of cementite alone prior to the onset of pearlite. The growth rate is dependent on the a/q interfacial energy and it is currently necessary when making predictions to assume approximate values derived from specific alloy systems; the dependence of interfacial energy on the chemical compositions at the transformation front is a rich and difficult area for future research.
